This paper is concerned with parallelising a special class of nested loops with affine dependences. The data dependences of the program are captured in a so-called dependence matrix. Based on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this matrix, the proposed approach can generate a greater degree of DOALL parallelism than traditional unimodular transformations.
Introduction
Although many compiler techniques (including the well-known unimodular transformations) have been developed 1121314,816,71819110111, Ibe DOALL arallelisation for nested loo s with affine dependences remains a challein ing task. h i s paper is conto doubly nested loops, althou h our method can be generalised to any n-dimensional nested loops. Our method is %ased on the conce t of eigenvalues and eigenvectors the unimodular approach, our method can find a greater Cfegree of par&elism for a special class of nested loops, However, our method may fad where the unimodular approach succeeds (Section 3). Section 2 despibes the pro ram-model and our formalism for characterising the data de endences in a pro ram kction 3 presents our method for parallelising loops with afgne dependences. f e d o n 4 concludes the paper. cemed wi J: parallelising nested loops with affine depeniences. We restrict ourselves that are derived from the dependence structures o f the pro ram. In com arison with
Program Model This paper considers doubly nested loops of the form (in the style of C):
for(jl = L 1 ; j 1 < U I ; j 1 +-t) for(j2 = 4 2 ; j 2 < ~2 ;
j~ ++) A ( P ( j ) ) = f ( A ( y ( d ) , ' ' ' ) where j = (j, , j z ) is a point in the iteration space, which is the set of points satisfying , 7 = < j1 < "1 A\e2 < j , < u2, and p and v are affine functions of loop variables:
y ( j ) = U j + U and v ( j ) = V j + U , where U, V E z 2 x 2 and U , v E 2'. The two array references can access the same element of A at two different iterations. Thus, there is a dependence between point j and point 6 ( j ) (if such a point is in the iteration space) such that S ( j ) = v - ' ( p ( j ) ) . In the case of affine dependences, we have the following dependence function:
where the matrix D is called the dependence matrix. This dependence is represented by the difterence between the following relative dependence function: Let us relate our dependence abstraction with the usual dependence vector abstraction ', p ( j ) is afrow or true dependence originating at j and sinking at 6(j) if p ( j ) + 0, and an anti-dependence originating at d ( j ) and sinking at j if p ( j ) -i 0. In the case when p ( j ) + 0, 6 ( j ) is said to depend on j , and this dependence is characterised by the dependence vector p ( j ) . When p ( j ) 4 0, j is said to (anti-) depend 011 b ( j ) , and this dependence is characterised by the dependence vector -p ( j ) . When re resenting de ndences in the iteration space, a flow de ndence is drawn with a soyid arrow an& anti-dependence with a dashed arrow. both cases, the point at the a m w head alwa s depends on the point at the arrow tad.
Thus, all depenience vectors in the iteration space are lexicographically positive.
According to the lexicographic sign of p ( j ) , the iteration space is divided into:
where the dependence vectors contained in J+ ( J -) are all flow dependenccs (antidependences), and the points in Jo are all mutually independent of each other.
The following lemma identifies the nature of dependences between the three regions J'+ , J-and Jo and provides an ordering to schedule them for execution. Let us use an example to illustrate the concepts introduced so far.
for (32 = -N; 32 < N ; 32 ++)
The array subscript functions /I and Y are:
The dependence function 6 is:
The eigenvalues of D are 2 and 4, corresponding to the eigenvectors (1, -1) and ( 1 l ) , rehpectively. The relative dependence function p is:
The two lines p1 ( j ) = 0 and pz ( j ) = 0 separate the iteration space into the three regions J+ , J.. and Jo, as depicted in Fig. 1 . JO = { (1, 0)}, and J+ has both flow dependences and anti-dependences originating from it and terminating at J-. 2 D must be nonsingular, implying that both U and V are nonsingular. In this case, the program has a single assignment semantics. That is, every array element is written (or read) at most once. Thus, the dependence function
captures all dependences involving both A(&)) and A ( v ( j ) ) .
Next, we provide a quick outline of our method. An execution ordering Q is a partial order on the iteration space J , where p G q meims that iteration p is executed before iteration q. An execution ordering for a program is legal if it preserves the data dependences of the program. In other words, any ordering that does not schedule an iteration before all its dependent iterations have been executed is legal. In our formalism, this idea translates into the following definition.
Detinition 1 (Legality of Execution Ordering) An execution ordering
Note that by Lemma 1, the points of Jo can be executed in any order.
To generate DOALL parallelism from a program, we proceed as follows. 1 We apply a unimodular transformation to the iteration space (Section 3.1):
such that in the rrunsformd space J ' , the dependence function becomes:
where D' is lower triangular. Unlike the unimodular approach, T usually does not preserve the duta dependences of the prograiyn in the traditional sense8 . In
cun be either lexicographically positive or negative. 2 We analyse the data depen4ences in the transfoimed space and detect the parallelism inherent in the original rogram (Section 3.2 .
We generate the parallel code o?the form (Section 3. i ):
where the two constructs PAR and SEQ are borrowed from Occam 1 2 . The order for executing the three regions follows from Lemma 1. The points of 30 are independent, so code(&) will not be discussed any further. In Section 3.3, we describe how to construct code(3;) and code(3;) with explicit DOALL parallelism while preserving the data dependences of the original program.
Theorem 1 The execution ordering
< induced by the code in (1) is legal is V j' E 3: : j ' 4 d'(j') andV j' E 3 : : b'(j') Q j'.
I Loop Transformation: Triangularisation
in this section, we present the technique used to transform the iteration space in order to have a lower mangular dependence matrix. Let T be a unimodular transformation from the original iteration space to the transformed space. Thus the point j ' in the transformed space is j ' = T j . The new array subscript functions p' and
In the case of affine dependencies, we have:
and the relative dependence function becomes:
In the transformed space, the two lines separating it into the three regions J'i , J'L and JO of different lexicographic signs become: p1 (T-lj') = 0 and p2 (T-lj') = 0.
Based on the eigenvectors of D, we provide a constructive approach to finding a unimodular transformation T such that D' = TDT-' is a lower triangular matrix. 
The new dependence function is calculated to be as foliows: Fig. 2 depicts the transformed space of the oeginal iteration space in Fig. 1 . Note that some dependences are lexicographically positive and some negative. 
Parallelism Detection
In this section, we analyze the cross-iteration dependenlcies in the transformed space and detect the parallelism inherent in the program. We shall make use of the dependence function and relative dependence function in the transformed space: This theorem su ests the following parallelization of the transfornned space. All points on a line par3fel to an eigenvector are executedl concurrently, then all points on the next line parallel to the same eigenvector are e:xecuted concurrently, and so on. This eigenvector is referred to as the parallelising eigenvector in Section 3.1. In Theorem 2, by using T to transform the iteration space, we have implicitly assumed to use u2 as the parallelising eigenvector. In the trarisformed space. wz becomes 
Loop Transformation: Parallelisation
In the last section we introduced arallelism detection techniques to identify sets (or lines) of independent iterations. Fn this section we use these techniques to generate code with explicit DOALL parallelism to execute the transformed space. Specifically, we discuss how to construct code(J4) and code(J:) as given in (1).
Our objective is to execute in the transformed space as many vertical lines in a single step as: possible. We distinguisha total of six cases: (1) XI > 1, (2) forall(j; = t ; j: < min(rf1 -1, -1); j; ++)
Unlike the existing unimodular approach 13v7,8, oiur eigenvector-based method schedules far more hyperplanes of iterations of loop j i for mncurrent execution.
-1 This is the opposite of the case when X1 > 1. By Theorem 4, all flow dependences in Ji are pointing toward the self-depenclent line jf = --di/(X1 -1) while all anti-dependences in 3 : are pointing away from this line. Thus, Jl (J:) in this c a~e can be parallelised in the same way as Ji (Jl ) in the case when XI > 1.
As an example, consider a double loop derived from Example 1 with the two references swapped. The dependence function is the inverse of the one in Example 1:
D has the eigenvalues 2/8 and 4/8, corresponding to the eigenvectors (1,l) and -1) , respectively. With the T in Example 2, we obtain the dependence function:
, -
in the transformed space as in Fig. 2 . So code(Ji) and c:ode(J!) are the same as their counterparts in Example 1 but with loop t reversed and loop ji-modified accordingly. The dependence function is:
The eigenvalues of D are 1 and -2, corresponding to the eigenvectors (1, -1) and (1, 2) , respectively. Since D -I is singular and rank(D -I, d] = 2, we have 3 0 = 0.
J+ contains all iterations in the half space p l ( j ) = -2jl + j z -1 > 0, and Jcontains all iterations in the opposite half space p1 ( j ) = -2jl + j , -1 6 0 (Fig. 3) .
With ( 3 : is parallelised in the same way except the order for executing the above strips is reversed.
Example 4 Consider Example 3 again. We can execute the program in three steps if ( 1 , 2 ) is selected as the the parallelising eigenvector. The matrix T is:
The dependence function in the transformed space as shown in The self-dependent line is j { = 2 / 3 , which does not contain any iterations.
3; is contained in the half space ji > 2 / 3 . All its points are independent, since any dependent points on l7; must be on the opposite half space ji < 2/3 by Theorem 5. The self-dependence line ji = 2 / 3 divides J' into two regions: the points on the line j ; = 1 and the remaining points of 27: . We can execute J! in two steps, with those not on j { = 1 in the first step and those on it in the second step.
In the original iteration space (Fig. 4) , this corresponds to executing the points in the half space -2i + j -1 > 0 in the first step, the poiints in the opposite half space -2i + j -1 < 0 in the second-step, and the points on the line -2i + j -1 = 0 in the third step. This is considerably better than the scheme suggested in1*. . We can generate outer DOALL parallelism by executing every such a pair in sequence imd all these pain in parallel. 4 
Conclusion
This paper discussed how to detect and ex loit the parallelism inherent in nested loops with affine dependencies, We showed)how to generate coarse-grain and finegram parallelism based on the eigenvectors derived from the dependence matrix D of the progam. If D has an eigenvalue f l , the outer DOALL parallelisation is possible, m ing this technique appropriate for MIMD machines. If D does not have an eigenvalue st 1, the inner loop can always be a DOALL loop. Thus this technique is appro riate for VLIW or superscalar machines. For a special class of nested loops, our megod discovers far more parallelism than traditional unimodular transformations.
